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Working truckers face
harassment on the road
By Cindy Leise and
Associated Press Reports
Despite reports of violence in some
areas of the country yesterday, there
was only one report of alleged
Teamster harrassment in Northwest
Ohio.
Teamsters nationwide voted to
strike Wednesday night when the
current contract expired and
negotiators were unable to reach a
settlement.
From a telephone interview with a
sales manager for McLean Trucking
Company, located in Toledo, the News
learned that one driver was harassed
on the way to his home terminal.
Several men, who the sales manager
said were irate Teamsters, threatened
the McLean driver over citizen's band
radio waves, forcing him to slop at the
Toledo terminal.
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Kenneth Drennan, a truck driver for Commercial Carriers, is still on the job
although many of his colleagues have struck. He predicted the strike by Teamster
truckers to become violent if it lasted over one week. (Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

Strikers halt city transit
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)-Picketing
spread to two major hospitals
'" yesterday as a strike by 2.000 of the
11 city's more than 18.000 municipal
_ workers halted all public transit for
the second day with no sign of
' progress toward a settlement.
San Franciscans, stung by the third
|, strike of city workers in two years.
found alternate means of getting to
' work and around town Tliey also had
•to make do without city recreation
i facilities and other public services.
Mayor George Moscone. who has
•vowed to stay in his office
iaround-the-clock to serve as a
i mediator if asked, spent another night
' on a cot in City Hall.*

SEVERAL thousand city employes
were off the job as nonstriking city
unions honored picket lines thrown up
by the 10 unions representing craft
workers who walked off their jobs
Wednesday in wage dispute.
The Board of Supetvisots I* up a
strike headquarters at a downtown
hotel but neither side repotted any
progress. No talks were undei way and
none were scheduled
The Service Employes Internjiional
Union, representing 9,000 hospital.
custodial, clerical and social workers,
voted Wednesday night to honor
pickets but refused to join (he strike
itself
A HALF-DOZEN picket signs went

up early today at city-owned San
Francisco General Hospital and
Laguna Honda Hospital, but the move
came just after a shift change and the
effect was negligible.
"There has been no disruption
whatever." said Thomas Griffin, acting
administrator 'at San Francisco
General. "We have a strike plan in
effect to lake care of most
emergencies."
The next shift change will occur in
nudaftemoon and hospital official!
would not speculate on what might
happen then.
The halt in municipal transportation
affected some 250.000 riders. Slreots
weic clogged with automobiles and the
number of pedestrians surged.

Cease - fire agreed to in Lebanon
■ BEIRUT. Lebanon (API -Moslems
.and Christians yesterday agreed to a
10-day cease-fire in Lebanon's civil
war. with gunmen from both sides to
'remain in place throughout the
. country.
The truce, to begin at noon today. 5
a.m. EST. was announced after intense
I'* international pressure, mainly from
,> Syria and the Palestinian guerrillas, but
with help from Jordan and the United
' States.
1
If it actually lakes place, the
.cease-fire will be the 20th in the war,
which has claimed about 14.000 lives
'since it broke out last April 14.
• Another 125 died yesterday before the
, truce was announced.
All previous cease-fires broke down
'because there was no basic agreement
•satisfying demands by the Moslem
, majority for more power in the
Christian-dominated Lebanese political
system.
I
, THE LATEST TRUCE was offered
by leftist Moselm leader Kamal
Junhlatt to permit election of a new
•president. A spokesman for the
.right-wing Phalange party, the
(Christians' main fighting arm, said it
would observe the cease-fire.
' However, there was no immediate
• word from Christian President
Suleiman Franjieh's office on whether
1
he would agree to resign.

The cease-fire was designed to give
him a 10-day period to slep down hut
was not contingent on his immediate
resignation.
Acceptance by the Phalange parly.
Franjieh's chief political and military
buttress, did not specificially include
agreement to the president's departure
and omitted reference to it in
reporting the leftist cease-fire offer
THE TRUCE in Beirut would be
enforced by local garrison troops.
They are commanded by Brig. Aziz
Ahdab. leader of a March 11 coup
declared to force Franjieh's
resignation.
The peacekeeping force presumably
also will include elements of the
Palestinian guerrilla's military police
and troops from the regular Palestine
Liberation Army.
In the last 10 days. Moslem leftist
gunmen have scored key military
victories that gave them a position of
strength in any negotiations. But even
if the truce brings Franjieh's
resignation, the two sides remain
separated by political differences.
Franjieh, 65, has stubbornly clung
to office throughout three weeks of
intensive leftist pressure during which
his departure has become a Moslem
condition for any political solution.
There have been unofficial reports
that he is prepared to step down if this
can be done constitutionally.

Inside the News • •
Hot off the wire and in front of
your eyes are stories from around the
sjlobe in today's "day in review"
column on page 3. Read it and
impress friends with your boundless
knowledge of recent worldly affairs.
Making points is what a debate is
all about and that is what journalist
NeB Sheehan (photo left) tried to do
against noted conservative Reid
Buckley Wednesday night. For more
on the verbal confrontation read Jill
Feder'i story on page 4.
Under new coach Jim Plaunt, the
Falcon lacrosse squad opens the
University's spring home athletic
season in a 2 p.m. starter tomorrow
against Notre Dame at Doyt L. Perry
Field". Read1 Gerg Smith*! story on
page8.

1

Agreement has become even more
difficult as Moslem forces ncared
apparent victory and Junblatl
escalated his demands to include
abolishing the traditional allocation of
government posts according to
religion. The unwritten but inviolable
tradition gives the presidency, the
army command and an automatic
parliamentary majority to the
country's 40 per cent Christian
minority.

ASIDE FROM this incident, the
Northwest Ohio area has been quiet,
according to reports from more than
IS local trucking terminals.
A spokesman for CCC Highway Inc.
said that when his company was made
aware thai they would have drivers out
after midnight Wednesday night,
escorts were assigned 10 each of the
trucks. Consequently, potential
trouble was avoided, he said.

Other trucking companies, including
Yellow Freight System. Suburban
Motor Freight Inc.. and Commercial
Motor Freight, inc.. reported that
despite Union pickets, their terminals
were quiet and devoid of any incidents
of violence.
Both the Wood County Sheriff*!
office and the State Highway Patrol
said that highways were clear and they
anticipated "no violence whatsoever."
AT THE WEIGH station on 1-75.
James R. Hairis. a load limit inspector
for the Ohio Department of
Transportation, said truck traffic was
cut in half yesterday.
Of Wednesday night's total of 900
trucks on the road, less than 450
trucks had weighed in on Thursday.
Harris said. He said that the total
would drop even lower if the strike
continued.
At a roadside rest area. Kenneth
Drennan. a driver for Commercial
Carriers, said he noticed a great
reduction in the numbci of truck! on
the mad.
"This morning you could go for a
mile on the mad without seeing
another truck," he said.
DRENNAN. who drives in
Automobile Carrier Truck, is umlci |
contract which is still ill effect. He
Midi however, his job could slop after

eight to ten days because Detroit auto
factories would close if car parts were
not delivered.
Drennan said that he doubts the
strike will continue longer than that
because "It can affect the entire
economy." He said that he believes the
government could step in if the
Teamsters and the trucking industry
do not reach an agreement.
Drennan said that he had not
witnessed any violence or unusual
gatherings on the highway. But.
because he expects 75 per cent drop in
truck traffic, he said he would not rule
out violence.
"EVERYTHING is peaceful now,
but in eight to ten days, if the strike is
still on. you may see some guys out
here throwing rocks," Drennan
predicted.
Repealed attempts were made to
contact local Teamster Union officials,
but calls were not returned and
spokesmen were unavailable for

comment.

\

Although trucking companies were
guaranteed safe passage until midnight
yesterday. Teamster Union drivers in
Ohio and other States with expired
contracts met with violence, according
to Associated Press reports.
to page five

State hiring policies suggested
COLUMBUS (AP)-A legislative
Investigation, launched by a wave of
Democratic resentment over slate
employe layoffs by the Republican
administration, concluded quietly
yesterday with a bipartisan .'7-page
rcpoi I.
The report of the Joint Select
Committee on Civil Service Procedures
neither indicts nor endorses the lining
and firing policies of Gov. James A.
Rhodes' administration.
Ii does contain recommendation!
aimed at clarifying and tightening up
civil service statutes.
All four Democrats and both
Republican committee member!
signed the document, the result of a
three-month investigation begun in
late November.
"IT SAYS what we've been saying
all along.'' said Chairman Marigene
Valiquette (D-Toledo). "It's very easy
to dance on the edge."
The committee found that 1,762
civil service employes have been laid
off since Rhodes took office in
January I97S. With new hirings, the
net reduction was 1,323.

"Duringconsideration of the budget
for the current biennium. the
administration predicted llial layoffs
would be required If stale agencies
were to operate within their
appropriations." ihe report noieil.
This was based on the assumption lli.il
a 19 per cent budget increase would
not cover Inflation and thai the budget
levenuc estimates were too optimistic,
the committee Mid.
'Hie report ulso cited Rhodes' Older
for a Iwo per cent across-llie-hojrd
spending cut as further reducing the
funds available for personnel.
"ANY GOVERNOR ihal wants lo
do it. can doit, under the law."
Valiquette said of the layoffs. She said
the panel had not
delved Into the
Democratic administration of former
Gov. John J. Gilligan. hut added in
answer to a question: "I would be
hard put to say that it didn't happen
under the Gilligan administration."
Another committee member. Sen.
Thomas A. Van Meter (R-Ashland),
said the report was a "complete
vindication of the administration's
layoff procedures."

"The economic situation of the
Slate of Ohio dictated thai the layoffs
had to be made," Van Meter added,
"and the administration acted in the
spirit and Idler of the law." .
Some Democrat! contended that
layoff! ol Democratic state workers
were politically motivated and violated
civil service procedures.
A numbci ol appeals based on such
charge! ire pending before the state
Personnel Boa id ol Review.

Weather
Snow flurries and some snow
si pi. ill- today. Highs in the low to
mid 40s. Clearing tonight and
tomorrow. Lows tonight in
thelow to mid 30s. Highs
tomorrow in the upper 40s and
low 50s. Probability of
precipitation 60 per cent today
and 20 per cent tonight.

Traffic light's installation stalled
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
Plans to install a S50.000 traffic
signal at the new campus entrance on
E. Woostcr Street have been delayed
indefinitely because of this year's tight
city budget.
"It was originally included in the
1976 budget, but the finance
committee cut it because they felt we
couldn't afford it now." Municipal
Administrator Wesley K. Hoffman
said.
The finance committee reported
that if a light was purchased for that
location, the city's capital funds would
be exhausted. Hoffman said.
THE PROPOSED signal is expensive
because of its highly sophisticated
system, Hoffman said. He said it does
not make sense to install a cheaper,
temporary light now and later install a
more expensive one when E. Wooster
Street is widened.
University Vice President for Public
Services James E. Hof said his
assistant, Barbara H. Coulter, senior,
circulated a petition signed by 300
Stadium Plaza merchants and
customers. These persons, he said,
agree that a traffic signal near the
shopping center would alleviate traffic
problems.
The petition was submitted to city
officials a month ago, Hof said.
Members of City Council and other
officials sympathize with those who
want the signal installed, Hoffman
said.
"We want to put in the light," he
said. "We suggested that the finance
committee approve it, but they
deferred it indefinitely."

If the University is willing to
participate in the signal's funding, the
light could be installed relatively soon,
Hoffman said. He added, however,
that he did nol think the University
would be interested in this plan.
THE SIGNAL WOULD benefit
Stadium Pla/a merchants and customers
plus persons residing on the south side
of E. Wooster Street more than
University students, personnel arrtl
visitors, Hof said.
Hof said the University might
consider partially funding the light,
but the extent of the funding is
dependant upon its budget. "We have
a really tight budget, too," he said.

"The sooner it's installed, the
better, from 3 safety standpoint and
for moving the traffic from the
University and the shopping center,"
Hof said.

the proposed light and hope funds will
become available for the signal
sometime this year.

A problem with installing the light.
Hoffman said, is that a question of
priorities is involved.

"My guess is that the light won't be
up this year, but we might be able to
go for a contract," he said. "But you
have to have the money for the light
to even sign a contract."

"THERE ARE A lot of
intersections around town that need
traffic signals more than that one," he
said. "If we had the money, it would
probably go for some other lights
first."
Hoffman said city officials support

After a contract has been finalized,
it usually takes some time for the
signal to be installed, Hoffman said,
explaining that the city signed a
contract for a light at Gypsy Lane and
South Main Street six months ago
which has not yet been installed.

Signal delayed

The installation of a traffic signal at this E. Wooster Street
intersection has been delayed because of a tight city budget,
according to city officials. (Newsphoto by Daniel Ho)
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religion now an issue?
none of their business
BOWLING
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On the class rosier every L'niversiiy instructor receive^aiiiong the
columas listing each student's name, social security number,college
and year, is a column indicating if a student is paid up on his
account with the University.
The disclosure of this information is an invasion of privacy.
It is no business of a professor if his students have paid their bills.
It can be considered a source of discrimination against students
whose financial resources force them to delay payment of certain
funds owed to the school.
Registrar Roy G. Clark Jr. says that particular column of the
roster, considered with student absenses from the first couple of
classes of the quarter, will indicate to a professor how many, if any.
closed course requests can be signed, allowing new students into a
class.
The student's right to keep his financial status confidential far
outweighs the advantages of a system that determines if a student is
expected to drop a class.
Student financial difficulties should be discussed between himself
and the bursar's office. An instructor need not be involved.

don't pay rhodes
Associated Press reports from Columbus recently have indicated
that Ohio Gov, James A. Rhodes will ask the state controlling board
to reimburse him for $79,000 in legal costs he says he incurred while
defending himself in the Kent State shootings case.
This request from the governor is not only unnecessary and
impractical, but also absurd.
The state has agreed to pay the legal expenses of the national
guardsmen and oilier stale defendants, but paying Rhodes'expenses
is going a little too far.
The guardsmen, for the most part, were under order during the
time they were involved in the shootings. The governor, though, was
not forced to make any particular decision and doesn't have the right
!o be repaid for expenses thai were caused by his own free choice.
I Rhodes, too, was out of office during the trial and doesn't qualify
for slate reimbursement of those funds and. truthfully, probably
would have no chance of being repaid if he hadn't been re-elected
governor.
An extension of this logic would obligate the federal government
to pay the legal expenses for the trials of Watergate defendants,
which can hardly be considered a tolerable action.
Rhodes can easily afford to pay for his own legal fees, so why is he
asking to be reimbursed for those expenses'.' If he had any serious
regard for the state's unstable financial situation, he wouldn't
embarrass himself by asking to be repaid.

WASHINGTON--!! was plainly an
odd line of questioning for a political
rally. An awkward hush fell over the
room. Listeners squirmed and
reporters lowered their eyes to their
note pads
Everyone was embarrassed, except
the candidate. Quietly, unblinkingly.
he provided his answers. Then the
subject changed, and everybody was
relieved.
Front-running Jimmy Tarter had
just explained Ins religious faith in a
way seldom heard from the lips of a
politician. Yes, he had said in his soft
Georgia accent. he has "found Christ."
He is a "twice-born" man and
unashamed of it.
THAT EXCHANGE occurred early
in February in snowy New Hampshire,
before Carter won the Democratic
primary there. A more detailed
testimonial from Carter occurred
March 18 during a talk to wealthy
North Carolina contributors at a
fund-raiser in a Winston-Salcm home.
Unabashedly. Carter said he had
received "a deeply profound religious
experience" nine years ago that had
given him "something very precious-a
complete commitment to Christ, a
presence of the Holy Spirit in my life
in a more profound and personal way.
And since then I've had an inner peace
and inner conviction and assurance
that transformed my life for the
better."
Five days later, Carter won a clear
victory in the North Carolina
presidential primary, making it five
out of six. So his religious views
cannot be said to be a handicap thus
far.
Bui it is apparently destined 10
become an issue if his winning ways
continue. Agnostic professionals and
the Democratic intellectuals who
resent Carter's intrusion into their
political scenario for l'>7(> are fidgety
over his Baplisl fuiidauiciilalisin.
There's something, well, something
not very sophisticated about it. So the
latest line in the Stop-Carter
movement la to ask, is one liberal
pundit did the other day. whether
"America la ready foi a Christian
president from the South."

J. F.
terHorst

THIS ISNT the first time, of
course, that religion has been a
political issue in a presidential
campaign. Strident anti-Catholicism
defeated Democratic nominee Al
Smith in 1928.
Not until John Kennedy came long
in I960 was it possible to lay to rest
ihe fears of Vatican dominance of the
White House that so long persisted in
the Protestant "Bible Belt" of the
South and rural areas of America
Kennedy needed to win the primary
in mountainous West Virginia and
assuage the Southern prcachcis in that
now-famous ministers' meeting in
I

' >W>'»SU>W6TON

Your snide of Thursday. March 11.
1976. entitled "Chain letter ichenie
operating within city, many hopes ol
quick riches could turn sour," Menu
tohcpooily researched.
First of all, the "chain letter" as
you brand it, states that a person can
make up to So.000 but it doe. not
guarantee this amount.
Second, after checking with three
different lawyers on the subject, there
are only two ways in which a person
can come into legal trouble with the
letter. Fust, as your article points out.
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the letter cannot be mailed as it is
against the law to mail such a letter.
Secondly, a person receiving money
via the letter must report all such
earnings on his income tax. Otherwise.
the lettei itself and the mailing of the
money ordeis are perfectly legal.
Might I suggest that next time you
take a look al your subject matter
before writing such an article and that
when writing on matters concerning
legality you consult a professional
lawyer and not a law student who. by
out society's terms, is and will remain
to he of amateur standing until passing
his Bar Exam.
Patrick Still
480 Lehman Ave, No. 104

nagai story
In relation to the article by Mr. Dan
Garfield on page 10 of a recent BG
News, entitled "Singing the 'BG
Blues'," I feel that it was a slight,
either intentional or unintentional, to
hockty tri-captain Rich Nagai lo fail
lo mention lhai he also has
contributed ' ' a I 1 - o u t
determination...hustle and leadership"
during his career here.
Rich has proved to be at least as
versatile on Ihe ice as any other
member of the team. He is. according
to Coach Ron Mason, "well-respected
by his teammates" and perhaps Ihe
best penally killer in college hockey.
I would personally like to
congratulate all of the members of this
year's .arsity hockey team on what
they have accomplished in bringing
home Bowling Green's first CCHA title
and for providing the excitement
which has contributed to the growth
and popularity of college hockey
around the country.
Steve Morton

Visitor's Penalty Box Keeper and
University Archivist

Nor will Carter link his person*
faith to his decision to run for tbW
presidency. "I don't think I'm*
ordained by God to be president." he'
told his Winston-Salem audience.
'The oply prayer I've ever had _
concerning the election is that I do the
right thing. If I win or lose, my '
religious faith won't be shaken."
■
ONLY THREE of our thirty-eight
presidents have lacked a definite'
affiliation with organized'
religion-Jefferson. Lincoln and,
Andrew Jackson-although Lincoln
was more spiritually motivated than
most.
President Ford is an Episcopalian..
Ronald Reagan and Scoop Jackson are
Presbyterians, and Mo Udall lists
himself as a Mormon. Thus far. their '
religious beliefs haven't noticeably i
surfaced during the campaign. But
Carter's has. It will be interesting to
see if his old-time religion becomes as '
much of a political no-no as the chic.
clique suggests.
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'SOB! YOU KNOW I CANT SM> CRITICISM/'

the destruction of 'opinion'
WASHINGTON -Public opinion
pollsters have liiiimphed in convincing
us thai theirs is a neutral sport, that
what they do is unbiased

measurement. The abracadabra of
numbers helps them. Wo ought to
know better by now. but most ol us
can Mill he Intimidated by Arabic
numerals and founulae with Greek
letters in I hem.
It looks like science lo us and
science, is anybody bill a scientist will
tell you. is objective. Hence poll-taking

is thought io be ihe most objective
activity in journalism
ALL DOUBTS as to the hidden.
unscientific character of poll-taking
are conquered by the pollsters'
excellent record of handicapping
elections
(humps that we are. we think that
any set of manipulations thai can
piedict accurately must be science.
Mayor Daley can predict the outcome
of elections just as accurately.
He has hundreds of precinct

LeTTers
poor research

Houston. Texas, before he stood a
chance of carrying their Protestant
precincts in November.
Even to this day. religion clouds die
political scene. Professionals in both
parties still cling to the axiom that
while a Jew can be elected senator or
governor, America isn't ready yet for
bagels and lox on Sunday morning in
the White House.
CARTER'S PROBLEM-if it is
one-is that while he doesn't flaunt his
personal beliefs, he doesn't hide them,
either. He prays often and on his
knees. He did it as governor and he
does it now. "It's just a standard pan
of my life," he told an interviewer.
His sister. Ruth Carter Stapleton. is
a faith-healing evangelist who helped
Carter find his God. As a layman a few
years back. Carter made several
"witnessing" Hips into isolated
communities in Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts and Michigan where his
identity was unkown. He declines to
name the localities, saying it's
unimportant

■■■:■

injustice
Friday 'evening. March l_. 1976,
Officer Michael Stein of Campus
Security arrested and charged Ted
Zniiyi with a misdemeanor. Ted is a
sophomore at BG. but has not been
active for the past two quarters lince
he has been working at a local giainery
to save funds for school-he will he
attending full-time dunng the Summet
1976 quarter
The crime arresting officer Stein
charged Ted Zrinyi with is the taking
of 5 tolls of toilet papei and half-empty cans of cleanser from a
dorm where he was attending a paity.
For this act. Ted was laken lo campus
security, linger pruned, photographed,
issued a time of I0:.'0 Monday. March
IS. for his court hearing. For this
misdemeanor (which encompasses
theft for items valued up to $150.00)
Ted was given a Si00.00 tine and is
spending 3 days in the Wood County
jail.
I am writing this letter not only
because of my personal involvement
and concern foi Ted Zrinyi-he is my
younger brother-but also as a full-time
employee, part-time student (I will be
full-lime in Match), tax payer and
concerned citizen.
The fust issue of concern to me is
the question of judgment of arresting
officer Stein. Ftom my understanding
the role of campus security is ideally
to make the campus a safer place for
all. In doing this task officer's need
to be able to use discretion and good
judgment in dealing with the
University community.
Though I do not condone or
enco.irage Ihe stealing of toilet paper
from ihe University. I do feel that
because of poor judgment the
punishment for TF^ has far exceeded
the crime. He v "VWed to include and

explain this arrest anytime he is
required to ptcscnt his past history
(job applications, etc.) This situation
could have been handled in a more
humane manner Apparently Officer
Stein fell this crime was worth the
arresi. Is this typical of the type of
judgment which is used by officers
carrying loaded aims'' Have ihey any
perception foi the degree of Crimea?
Aside from Judgment, another point
I would like to take issue with is ihe
rationale behind funding a security
system which places toilet papei
thievery in the ranks of crimes to be
prosecuted. Offices throughout our
campus aie being left under siaffed-on
both faculty and administrative levels,
due io the economic squeeze presently
occurring on our campus. It seems
neai absurdity foi taxpayers to
financially suppoit and perpetuate a
branch of the University which would
spend' nearly two hours to arrest.
finger-print and photograph a Si.50
criminal-these processes arc costly in
materials, paperwork, and most
importantly, staff lime.
I would suggest from this point that
the processes used and arrests made by
our campus security team be viewed
with more than a little scrutiny to
discover the efficiency (oi lack of) in
the operation and to determine their
effectiveness in carrying-out their role
of security.
I am sure those University
community members whom have
experienced personal loss due lo the
expensive theft and vandalism of bikes
and other personal belongings would
appreciate any efforts which t h e
Provosl of Ihe University could make
in directing the security officers
towards the real problems and
concerns on campus. As an employee
and lax payer I would appreciate
efforts to more effectively use monies
spent for support services on campus.
Kathy Getsinger
415 N. Prospect

a significant extent campaign issues are*
what pollsters take polls about They(
pick the issues, which may account for
why so many people are saying this'
year that there are no issues.
•

captains who go aiound to the voters
before the election and ask diem how
they're going to vote. Each answer is
recorded in a little book which is given
to the waid coiuniilteeman who totes
up the pluses, minuses and zeroes, the
symbol th.il precinct workers have
traditionally used to signify the
Undecideds. The ward committeenien
give Mayot Daley their totals, and he
knows if he's going lo win next
Tuesday.
That doesn't make Mayot Dales a
scientist. That doesn't make Geoige
Gallup, who does essentially the same
thing, a scientist either. It makes one a
political boss and the other the
commercial purveyor of an
informational puree that has far more
market value ihan it does truth.
PEOPLE GET so bedazzled by the
parlor trick of predicting the winners
of elections that they're prone to
overlook ihe fact thai polls are a
vendible commodity. They are bought
and paid for by newspapers, television
networks, politicians and panty-hose
manufacturers. So it's safe lo suspect
that, like anything else that is offered
for sale, public opinion polls are
primarily designed for dien customers.
Their customers use them as the
Hamburger Helper of politics.
Whenever there is a momentary
surcease ftom the squalid little
intrigues which occupy journalists and
others who make their living off
politics, public opinion survey data is
cranked out and poured over us.
Notice the dialog during Ihe lulls on
the weekly Tuesday Night Election
Specials. Cronkile will say something
like, "George Wallace has done
especially well with second-generation
suburban Bulgarians. According to a
Lou Harris poll commissioned by CBS,
suburban Bulgarians are especially
sensitive to Ihe anti-Washington
feeling. What do you make of thai,
Eric?"
Supplying -cud for electronic
ruminants is less important Ihan the
role pollsters play in making and
shaping issues. It's possible to force
some topic into a political campaign as
an issue without the help of the
opinion surveyors, but it isn't easy. To

IT WOULD be interesting to have a
sociologist study polling organizations'
lo sec lo what extent the selection oftopics is. consciously or,
unconsciously, determined by the
corporations who buy the polls'
results. It is hard to believe that when,
a poll is commissioned by a television,
network or a major newspaper it's
underlying assumptions aten't skeweif'l
by ihe class, group and economies,
interests of the executives involved
.
There is no mistaking the biases
implicit in the way issues are framed'
In mosl instances pollsters phrasa
issues as nouns or as noun phrases.
Questions involving "inflation" can
serve as an example Inflation is not a"
thing, a something you can do a
something else about. Inflation is a
process, a continuous-How event, or so
it can be viewed. Polls, however, teacH
the populace a static and rigidifiei
concept of society, a concept that,
seriously overestimates the importance
of individual decision-making.
That's useful for beguiling a large
number of persons into thinking thai
they bring their problems on
themselves. But then poll-taking ani
poll information dissemination
becomes a device for strengthening the
status quo. Without going that far, it.'s
still clear that our polls do not defujl
public issues in either structural ft
dynamic lerms. Definitions of issulit
that are more structural or motf
dynamic would lead away from the)
"centrist" values that the pollsters say
dominate public opinion.
±
POLLING IS one of the moi
successful methods yel invented flat
making people believe that, while they
may have strong and differeig
opinions, all their neighbors are vipii
conforming centrists.
As the late C. Wright Mills on
wrote: "Research on 'politi
opinion' is all the more curious in viejfi
of ihe suspicion that Americjn
electoral politics is a sort of politU
without opinion-if one takes the wofi
'opinion' seriously; a son of votirjjj
without much political meaning of id?
psychological depth-if one takes tUJ
phrase 'political meaning' seriously^
Those words were written close th
20 years ago. Today a Mills might si?
that the effect, if not the purpose «*♦
public opinion research, is to destrfljj
public opinion, if one takes the woijl
"opinion" seriously.
Copyright 1976. The Washington
King Features Syndicate
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Shopping attitudes surveyed

day in review

By Scott Snell
From Associated Press Reports
FIVE THOUSAND members of
Jehovah's Witnesses are being held in
prisons and prison camps in Malawi,
subject ot beatings and rape, members of
the religious sect claim. Two were
reported fatally mutilated.
Many of the 15.000 not jailed in the
East African nation have been forced off
their jobs and out of their villages, and
thousands of others who have lied to
refugee camps in Mozambique are being
harassed there, according 10 sect leaders.
Two sect members died atier their
genitals were cut off by members of the
ruling Malawi Congress party's Youth
League, according to a report in the sect's
newspaper, the Watch Tower.
"This followed three days during
which they had been beaten severely and
deprived of food and water at the
direction of a chairman of the Malawi
Youth League named Kachoka." the
report said.
The charges could not be verified
directly in either Malawi, where members
of the news media are barred, or in
Mozambique.
Jehovah's Witnesses have been under
periodic attack in Malawi and several
other African countries since |1o4
because they refuse to give allegiance to
political groups.

WHOLESALE PRICES in Much!
increased for the first time in three?
months, rising two-tenths of one per centS
the Labor Department reported:!;
yesterday.
§
The increase came as a rise in prices lor;?
industrial goods and processed foods and*
feeds offset another sharp drop in farm;!;
prices.
White House Press Secretary Ronjij
Nessen said President Fold's economic:;!
advisers feel the March shifl was so slight ;!j
that "it adds up to a continuation of the!;!
stability in the wholesale price index that V
has been going on for foui or five!;!
months."
But Nessen said Ford fell the increase!;!
underscored the need to continue fighting;!;
against a renewal of inflation.
Wholesale prices, which strongly-!:
influence retail price trends, have ;!;
fluctuated within a narrow range since •:•
October. In contrast to the sharp :•:
increases thai prevailed over the past two !;!
years, wholesale prices in each of the last ;!;
five months have not increased more than !;!
three-tenths of a per cent. In January' and ;!;
February, they declined two-tenths and !;!
three-tenths of a per cent, respectively.
;!;

WILLIAM SIMON, secretary of the :j:
ireasury. says he never referred to former ;!;
President Richard M. Nixon as "a A
wind-up doll., as reported in the "The •:•
Final Days." a book written b> Bob ;!;
Woodward and Carl Bernstein about |
Nixon's last days in office.
"That certainly is an inaccurate !;!
statement ...I have not read the book, noi ;!;
do I intend lo read the book. I have read !;!
excerpts, including that passage 1 am ;!;
supposed to have said." Simon told ;!;
reporters He called :'ie book "a slimy ;j
invasion of an individual's privacy."
The excerpts, he said, reflected "a |
favorite game the) play in Washington" !;
called "never kick a man unless he's!;!;
down."

•| WITH BOOMING GUNS and muffled
,:•: drums. Britain paid its last tribute
■ji: yesterday to Montgomery of Alamcin.
1 A black betet with two silver badges.
•3 the battlefield trademark of Britain's
.ji; great World War II soldier, were atop his
■jf flag-draped coffin between military
S.pallbearers who included five field
'Sjmarshals and mourners representing the
.;!* Allied comrades in arms.
j£ Nineteen guns boomed a field
^marshal's salute and muffled drums tolled
'■jisju six black horses slowly drew the pun
•jijararriage bcanng Montgomery's coffin
Jpmwmu more than 1.000 picked soldiers
S and thousands of ordinary Britons to a
g funeral service at Windsor Castle.
•ji; There, in the 500-year-old St. George's
i|: Chapel where ihe exclusive Order of the
?; Gaiter holds its ceremonies, a
5 congregation of military and civilian
£ notables from many nations sang. "The
ii strife is o'ei. the battle won..."
:•;. Then Field Marshal Viscount Bernard
:i Law Montgomery of Alamein was taken
<ij to be buried beneath a yew tree in the
£ country village where he died a week ago
:•;. at the age of 88.
i
I ONE MILLION COUPLES in the
\i United States were divorced last year, the
§ highest number in American history, a
IDCW government study shows During the
jjsame period, the number of marnages
I dropped to the lowest level since 196°.
jjj The report, a profile of the economic
i if and social conditions of the Americai
ipeople during 1975. was released
■f yesterday by the Census Bureau. It shows
§ thai the nunibet of divorces increased by
fed per cent to 1.026.000 between 1974
Sand 1975. while the number of marnages
x decreased by 4 per cent to 2.1 million.
| The report also shows that the total US
£ population nise to 214.5 million in 197b.
San increase of less than one per cent over
:J last year.
The report also shows that the
ji population rose by about 1.7 million
S people, an increase of less than one pet
Scent. However, it was slighlly higher than
^ in the previous three years.
fc Although it will be many years before
sthe country reaches zero population
:5 growth, the report shows that the current
^fertility rate of 1.8 is well below the 2.1
£ level required for natural replacement ol
i.the population.

THE OHIO SENATE yesieiday 1
approved 25-7 a bill that requires the.;;:
designation of nonsmoking areas in places |
of public accommodation.
However, ihe bill was watered down •:■
considerably from the original form :|:
which Iriggeted iiujot controversy during |
committee heanngs in the Senate last :•!
yea r.
•:•
As it went to the House, the measure !
contains an exemption lot restaurants.!;;
dining rooms, howling alleys, and:;!;
establishment which are licensed by the !;!
liquor control dcparlmcnl. Sponsoring |
Sen. M. Morris Jackson (D-Cleveland) said S
the exemptions were necessaiy lo bring!;!;
about a compromise and gel the hill out;!;!
of committee.
The major opposition came ftom;!-;!
lobbyists for Ihe Ohio Stale Restaurant §
Association.

A marketing survey
conducted last fall by Dr.
Raymond F. Barker,
professor of marketing at
the University, was the main

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Management Agent For
Piedmont Apartment St - 8th St. & High
Haven House Manor - 1515 E. Wooster
Buckeye House - 649 Sixth St.
Birchwood Place -650 Sixth St.

city's affairs and economy
The purpose of the
survey, according to Barker,
was threefold. The
objectives were to
determine people's attitudes
toward the city as a place to
shop, to determine where

U AO sponsors
Jorgensen
Christine Jorgensen. considered one of the world's
most controversial personalities, will speak at 8 p.m.
Tuesday in the Grand Ballioom. Union.
Her lecture, "Who Am I. Who Arc You. How Do I
Work at Being Me?" is free and open to all and is
sponsored by (he Union Activities Organization's News
and Views Committee. The prink- topic of her lecture is
the education of parents and children on the medical
history and the prognosis of gender identity problems.
Jorgensen herself was born a male but says she led a
shy. effeminate life for 24 years, until 195; when she
traveled to Denmark for a sex change operation.
Jorgensen *s book. "Christine Joigenscn: A Personal
Autobiography," describes hei effort! to help the public
understand how medical science cm enable persons born
with sexual problems to lead a "reasonably well-adjusted
life in a reasonably maladjusted society."

Christine Jorgensen

The University housing
office will begin accepting
housing reservations for the
l°7r>-77
academic voai
beginning Monday from
students presently lesiding
m campus.
Reservations are an
indication of the number of
students intending to live on
campus next year.
Residence hall and
roommate tequest forms
will be accepted in May.
REPRESENTATIVES
from the housing office will
visit the main lounge or
activity area of residence
halls from 8:30 a.in.-4 15
p.m.. excluding the lunch
hour, from noon-l p.m.. for
Ihe purpose of accepting
applications.
Students should report lo
their current residence halls

for the housing applications.
If the demand for fall
housing exceeds available
accommodations, priority
will be given to those
students who apply for then
housing choice on the day
designated foi then
parliculai hall.
Except for mar i red or
commuting students, all
students who will have
accumulated less Ihan 90
hours (jumoi class slaiidiug)
by September, aie required
to reside on campus.
Students who are above
the average college age can
appeal the housing
requiremeni through ■
special hearing
THE SCHEDULE foi
visilmg ihe halls to accept
fall applications is as
follows

"I

BELIEVE

Two additional findings
were indicated by the study.
It was shown that f-'nday
evening is the preferred
night for shopping by both
groups of respondents
Nol only do city
residents navel to the
Toledo malls, but so do
residents in Liberty and
Portage Townships, who
travel north--passing
through or aioiind Bowling
Green, Barker said
Piesiding ovei the
meeting was Jerry Liss.
chairman of the Promote
Bowling Green Committee
of the Chamber of
Commerce
Other panel members
included Mayor Alvin L.
Perkins, tire chief Howard
Rimer and Thomas Glenn.
owner of Ihe French Knot.
109 S. Main St.

thai

BARCAIN PRICES
THURSDAY IS STUDENT INICHT
...AllSTUOSNTS SI IS

ADUITSONIV II Ji'

NOW"
•on o'nci|
OWNS
Al > «5 P M I

9 30 PM

Tuesday. April (>
Wednesday. April 7
Thursday. April 8
Monday. April \2
Tuesday, April 13
Wednesday. April 14
Thursday, April IS
Monday. April I')
Tuesday. April 20
Wednesday. April 2\
Thursday, April 2.

1976-77

Varsity Cheerleading
Try-outs
Monday, April 5

Registration and Clink

Tuesday, April 6
.Instructional Clinic
Wednesday, April 7...Instructional Clink
Thursday, April 8
Monday, April 12

Semi-Final Judging
Instructional Clink

Wednesday, April 14
MarJaine
Kahn

A

Pei kins said presently
there are plans to continue
expansion and improvement
of Ihe city's parking
facilities.

.WITH 1.0.1

SATURDAY—SUNDAY BARCAIN MATINEES

Gene
Wider

Glenn presented a tape
recording of shoppers'
solutions to the parking
problems in ihe city. The
tape indicated that a
majority arc in favor of
parking metei tokens.

Monday, April 5

Batchelder

Final Judging

Marty
FeUman

Hi

«$SKs

All sessions will be held from 7 - 9 pm
in Anderson Arena
MEN AND WOMEN
ARE WELCOME TO TRY OUT! \

„ ,Dom DeLurse Leo McKern
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Emmanuelle is sensual, but she's
elegant Emmanuelle is fantasy, but
she's fun But most importanl she leaves
you with a singular lack of guilt.
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Leasing Now For Summer and Fall
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UMG
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Bowling Green should
develop a unity of small,
specialized stores." Barker
said. In addition, he said he
thought that "Bowling
lire en could double its
retailing sales in every ares."

RESPONDENTS were
randomly selected from the
telephone book. The
original plan called for 125
calls to city residents and
125 to Liberty and Portage
Township residents,
Two aspects which
respondenti liked were the
convenience of the Bowling
Green area and the pleasant
community environment,
Barker said.
However, there also were
shopping featutes the
respondents disliked. The
survey indicated some
shoppers think there are nol
enough sioies in the area
and there is tasteless
selection in some stoics.
Barker said.
Many of ihe respondents
also said Ihe ciiy needs a
depart ment sioie. a
shopping m a 11 and
additional clothing stoics.

OffenhaUCr Last and West
Compton
I owiy and 11.union
Mooney and Treadway
Prout. Conklin and Conklin South
McDonald Easl and Kohl
McDonald North and Rodgeis
McDonald West
Chapman and Bromlield
Dunbar and Anderson
Ashley and Darrow

Efficiency 1 & 2 bedroom and houses
furnished & unfurnished
MODJL OPEN

selected products are
purchased and to determine
the preference for evening
shopping.

Dorm reservations scheduled

"SHERLOCK
HOLMES" AT
7:30 ANO

KWOK WENG YEONG. ihe janitor at
the Melbourne. Australia, dry morgue,
saw a woman's shadow on the fiosled
glass side door.
As he reached the door lo open it for
her. Kwok told a coroner's court
Wednesday, he heard a shot, and when he
opened the door, the body of Caroline
Hicks. 32. fell through, her clothes
splattered with blood. A 22-caliber rifle
clattered to the ground.
Police said Hicks died 40 feet from the
mortuary chamber. A suicide note in her
purse said. "I don't want my death to
give people too much trouble "
The coroner ruled that she died from a
self-inflicted bullet wound.

topic of a public meeting
held in the community
room of the Huntington
Bank of Wood County
Wednesday evening.
Barker was a member of a
panel which met to discuss
the survey, as well as the
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Military strength argued
By Jill Fedrr

Q & A

Reid Buckley ind Nei Sheehan listen as a University student poses a question. A
question and answer period was part of the debate which was held between the two
men on Wednesday night.

VATAN'S
IMPORTS AND
GIFTS
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THRU
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SPRING SPECIAL

3 DAYS
ONLY
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1
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ON OVER 100
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ASH TRAYS
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MANY OTHERS
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( AfIR SISCI Oil *N i If
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m
SluMEVINS*
STUART

SEE
"YOUNG
.GRADUATES"
AT 7:30 ■
"LAS VEGAS
LADY" AT

AT 10:301

ELECTRIC IN-CAR HEATERS
AVAILABLETSPTIONAL)

Arguments regarding the
relative military strength of
the
United States and
Russia were discussed in a
debate between journalist
Neil Sheehan and noted
conservative Reid Buckley
Wednesday night.
Sheehan is the New York
Times reporter to whom
Daniel Ellsberg leaked the
Pentagon. Capers and
Buckley is an author, social
critic and the brother of
another well-known
conservative, William F.
Buckley Jr.
"Will the Republic survive
into the 21st century?" was
the debate topic. Sheehan
argued affirmatively while
Buckley took a negative
stand.
Sheehan replaced
columnist Max Lerner,
originally scheduled to
debate Buckley. Lcmer was
forced to withdraw because
of an illness.
BUCKLEY attacked
former President Richard M.
Nixon's foreign policy,
claiming it has brought us
"second power status," in
the arms race. Not only is
the nation militarily
inferior, it is unwilling to

Zmt u

face the fact that part of the
Soviet strategy toward
global control may include
seeing us "go up into a
fireball," Buckley said.
Sheehan countered in
Nixon's defense. He claimed
Nixon sought to disarm
Russia. He said Nixon
understood that if the
Soviet Union and the
United States are to coexist.
America must find a way to
live with Soviet power.
Buckle)' said the Soviets
are trying to "dull us into
complacency." Detente is a
stall, Buckley said. It is
allowing the Soviet Union
to stockpile nuclear
weapons until the United
States can be annihilated
without retaliation.
SHEEHAN said Russia
will never advance that far
ahead of America in the
arms race. If the Soviets did
strike first, the United
States would have the
nuclear capacity to strike
back, he argued.
It should not be the
concern of the United
States if a country becomes
Communist. Sheehan said.
The people of a country
should decide which form
of. government would best
suit them, he added.

"We are the guardians of
freedom." Buckley sad. It
is the mission of the United
States to remain free and to
help others become free.
Sheehan said he thinks
America offers aid to other

Reid Buckley

ATTENTION
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THE SLIDE SHOW WILL BE HELD
THE FOLLOWING TIMES A PLACES:
6:30 P.M. - ANDERSON 2nd FLOOR
LOUNGE
8:00 PM - ROGERS 2nd FLOOR
LOUNGE

JOHN WHITE, Evangelist
ol Pantacola. Florida
IN A SOUL-STIRRING SERIES OF

GOSPEL MEETINGS
APRIL 4-9, 1976
Each Evening at 7:30
SUNDAY 10:00 AM & 6:00 PM

CHURCH OF CHRIST
17317 Haaklna Road
BOWLING QREEN, OHIO

COME SEE HOW
YOU CAN BE A PART OF OUR I
BROTHERHOOD/BUSINESS
PRESENTED
BY DELTA TAU DELTA, WITH
OVER 800 CHAPTERS NATIONALLY.

CHECK IT OUT!!!

Fra. Trintpocntion 362*206 8, 3628262
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SUMMER RATES FOR NEW TENANTS AS FOLLOWS
*16500/MO
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— 2 BATH
$

15000/MO.
— 2 PEOPLE ONLY IN A 2 BEDROOM
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— 1 BATH
FALL RATES START AT 6250/PERSON
OFFICE AT WINTHROP SOUTH ,
400 E. NAPOLEON ROAD
-352-9135
OPEN 9 -12 & 1-5MON.-FRI.
OFFICE WILL BE OPEN SAT. APRIL 3rd, 10th. 17th & 24th 9:00 am to NOON
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nations when its own
political or economic
advantage is at stake.
"Power games, militarism
and imperialist glory" will
be this country's downfall,
Sheehan sair1
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CB sets create
latest burglaries

'■:

•;

* if

local brief
UPCAC meeting
The University Police-Community Advisory
Committee (UPCAC) will meet at 8:30 ajn. Tuesday.
April 6 in the Pink Dogwood Suite, Union. Items to be
discussed include the publication of police reports in the
News and the presentation of a survey report.

Bullet forum
The Human Rights Alliance will sponsor a forum on
the hollow-point bullet issue at 7 Tuesday night in the
Student Services Forum.
A panel discussion about the issue will be held,
followed by a question and answer period. Members of
the University Police and Community Advisory
Committee will be panel members.
Students are invited to attend.

Auditions
Auditions for Ohio's official Bicentennial play,
"Trumpet in the Land" will continue on April I Oat the
Tuscarawas campus of Kent State University, New
Philadelphia, Ohio.
Actors should prepare a two minute reading. Dancers
should prepare a brief routine to show full range of body
movement. Singers should brina>music for a brief song to
show vocal range and quality.
For further information write. Auditions, Trumpet in
the Land. PO Box 275. Dover, Ohio 44622.

' I

:§
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The citizen's band radio, which offers help in emergencies on the roadways, is
popular among the University community as well as across the nation. However,
CBs also are apparently being used quite frequently as "toys" and as the objects of
thefts. (Newsphoto by Daniel Ho)

Truckers strike
From page one.
In Cleveland, police said
three men in a car tried to
get Paul Allen.
37. of
Marilla, N Y . to stop as he
drove his tractor-trailer
through Cleveland on
Interstate °0 before dawn.
He refused, and two of the
men opened fire, two
bullets striking his cab,
police said, lie was unhurt.
\ second shooting report
came from the State
Highway Patrol, which said
a truck on a Sharonsville.
Ohio, highway was hit by
gunfire from the si t e of the
road yesterday afternoon.
The shots hit the trailer.
The driver wasn't injured.
In the Cincinnati suburb
of Springdalc. police said a
fight between picket i ng
teamsters and a man said to
have been harassing them
from his car led to
hospitaluation of Teamster
Charles Cole. S3, of
Cincinnati and the man in
the auto. Paul Herdtner of
Cincinnati.
Scores of terminals were
closed from Cleveland to
Cincinnati. Truckers were
permitted to enter and park
but not to leave unless they
could reach their homes
within a day or less.

Youth rally
■

A youth rally for students of junior high school age or
older will be held at 1 p.m. Saturday at the Bowling
Green Church of Christ, 17317 Haskins Rd.
Featured speakers will be John White of Pensacola,
Florida, and Terry McGiffin of Bowling Green.
There will be two group discussions, dinner and
entertainment.
For further information, contact Terry McGiffin at
655-21%. or Charles Lee at 878-6726.
The Church of Christ will also host a series of Gospel
Meetings Sunday through Friday at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m.
on Sunday and 7:30 p.m on weekdays.
The services are free and open to the public
Transportation is available by calling 352-6205 and
352-6252.

Lob opens

ri

An open manufacturing lab will be made available to
University community members with current
identification cards during the first seven Saturdays of
this quarter. Sessions will be from 9 a.m.-l:30 p.m. in
room 124, Technology Bldg.
Individuals must supply their own materials and eye
protection and pay,a fee of 50 cents per session.
Lab space is available for 25 persons.

Piano concert
Pianist John Browning will perform the Tchaikovsky
Piano Concerto No. One, the Symphonic Poem
"Francesca da Rimini" and Symphony No. One at 8:30
tonight at the Toledo Masonic Auditorium, 4645
Heatherdowns. Toledo.
The same concert will also be performed at 8:30 p.m.
Saturday at the Museum Peristyle, 2445 Monroe,
Toledo.
Ticket information for these concerts is available by
calling(4l9) 241-1272.

:

Despite reports of shots being fired at rigs, some
truckers continued to roll on as the Teamsters truck
strike began yesterday. Transportation Department
officials estimate a week-long strike could mean the
loss of S300 million to the nation's economy.
(Newsphoto by Lance Wynn)

Antiques, crafts
The Bicentennial Antiques and Crafts Festival, a
celebration of antiques, crafts, music and Americana
opens at the Cleveland Convention Center, today
through Sunday. University students will be admitted at
half price (SI .00) with their student identification cards.

GAMMA PHI BETA]
WISHES TO CONGRATULATE

•i;

PATTI BARTH
PAM MANTHEY
DEMISE MARSH
JILL MERRILL
RENEE SALAH
ON THEIR BECOMING ACTIVE!

GREENBRIAR
NORTH
NOW LEASING FOR FALL
UNFURNISHED EFFICIENCY
FROM'85
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
FROM '90
1 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
FROM* 160
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED
FROM* 165
CALL 352-0717
FOR RENTAL
INFORMATION
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ALL—CAMPUS
HAPPY HOURS

5 - ?
SATURDAY
APRIL 3

PAMPER YOURSELF
with a Cool and Breezy
Summer Hairstyle
Call Us Today

MONTY'S
BEAUTY SALON
131W.Wooster

FOLLOWING THE
LACROSSE VICTORY

hm&&&mmm££M

Call 352-2611
You Deserve It... So does he!

"IF THEY GO in there,
they stay in there," said
Paul Holblock of Dayton,
on picket duty outside one
of the terminals. Officials in
Columbus and elsewhere
said there were no reports
of major violence outside of
the Cleveland area.
Nonetheless, some of the
independent haulers
expressed concern for their

safety if they attempted to
remain on the road. "I'm
going home to Wisconsin
and stay there until the
strike is over." said one
Cincinnati area trucker who
declined to be identified.
In Columbus, a nonunion
freight company spokesman
said some of his drivers were
"a little scared; they don't
like to run," hut he added
that he hoped to keep on
moving freight.
WHILE THE strike
spread across the country,
negotiations continued
i In ou tin HI i the day. with
wages, fringe benefits and a
cost-of-living clause still the
sticking points.
The strike left the
nation's economy facing a
crunch because of the
cutback in the interstate
flow of goods. The
Teamsters haul about 60 per
cent of the country's
manufactured products.
Auto industry officials
feared plant shutdowns and
layoffs within a matter of
days if a national agreement
was not worked out soon
between the Teamsters
union and Trucking
Employers Inc., bargaining
agent for 16,000 trucking
firms. Consumers could
start feeling considerable
difficulties after about two
weeks, federal officials said.
The US Transportation
Department said a
week-long strike could idle
one million workers and
mean the loss of $300
million to the nation's
economy, which only
recently has shown an
upturn.

- FEATURING -

By Willie Slaughter
Staff Reporter
The Citizen's Band (CB)
radio apparently is thriving
in Bowling Green. The
popular song "Convoy"
seems to be inspiring even
more "Rubber Ducks" to
shoot for that old front
door, despite rising theft
reports nationwide.
Norman Eborg. manager
of Radio Shack. (1616 E.
Wooster). said "We have no
trouble at all selling our
existing stock of CB
radios."
"We sell an average 20 to
25 sets each month, and if
the sets are hooked up
correctly, they require little
or no maintenance."
Dan Wade, junior, said he
thinks the CB radio has
become so popular it is little
more than America's newest
toy.

loaned to the owner to
record social security
numbers onto their
property. If anything is
stolen, they will have proof
of ownership should the
item be recovered." he said.
Cases of CBs stolen from
cars are classified as vehicle
accessory thefts. University
Police report that relatively
few such thefts have taken
place here.
Dr. Joseph S, Nemeth.
director of the University
reading center said. "I have
CBs in my cars mainly for
the safety of my family."
Nemeth said that he has
used his CB several times lo
bring aid to stranded
motorists, adding thai , "I
had an expensive set stolen
from parking lot A.
Whenever I travel I always
use a less expensive set."

"THERE IS a lot of
garbage being broadcast
over the air these days, and
there is no way that the
FCC (Federal Communications Commission) can
enforce all the violations
that occur." Wade said.
Wade said that CBs can
be invaluable in emergency
situations and are an
excellent means of
obtaining directions in a
strange town.
However reports indicate
that a CB antenna is a
beacon for rip-off artists. To
combat this problem.
University Police have
expanded their "Opcralion
Identification" program to
include CBs.
University Police
Lieutenant. Dean Gcrkins
explained the procedure.
"Campus CB owners fill
out two cards which they
keep for their own records.
An electric engraver 4a
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You have something lo
share wnri the people
of the rural South and
Appalada—yourself.
Find out about the
opportunities open to
you as a Glenmary
Priest. Brother or Sister.
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(unties with Glenn-iarw More M«s
tlionet wllteGLENMARY. Room
Bra 46404
Cincinnati O«o 45246
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ST
MATCHING
WEDDING
RINGS

Char Broiitd steaks and
Chops
Full Court* Family
Dlnnet
U VARIETIES
PANCAKES I. WAFFLES

Superbly crafted by
Keepsake to svmboli/e
your love
. In 14K
gold . with the Keepsake assurance of timeless quality.

Opan Tun. thru Sal. 7:30-*
Sundays 7:30*7:00

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

GET NOTICED on a
bake from the

NOON SPECIALS DAILY
CHARITIES BOARD
BIKE AUCTION

Tuesday, April 6.

Closed Monday
412 East Woottor

at 2:30 p.m..
in the Forum

University of
San Fernando Valley

COLLEGE OF LAW
Announcing:
FALL SEMESTER 1976
• Fiat-Urns 3-year day program
• Part-time day and evening programs
The st hool is

fULLV ACCREDITED
Ivy trie Committee ol B.ir f i.iminers.
M.ile H.ii ol ( .ililornt.i
Tel: (213)894-5711

8353 Sepulveda Blvd Sepulveda Ca 91343

MON. AND FRI.
9:30-8
WES. - WED. - THUR.
9:30-5:30
SA'f 9:30-5

Pap 6/Tht BG Newt. Friday. April 2. 1976

Career - life planning workshops slated
By Marilyn Dillon
Staff Reporter
Study
skills
and
career-life
planning
workshops are being offered
spring quattcr by the
Personal Development-Life
Planning Center, 320
Student Services Bldg.
'"General
Study
Approaches," Tuesday in
the center's offices;
"Preparing
For and
Taking Tests," April 20 in
the
Student Courtroom,
460 Student Services;
"Overcoming Blocks in
Taking Tests,"May 11 in the
courtroom and
''Reviewing

and

Remembering," May 18 in
the courtroom.
All workshops will be
held from 3-5 p.m.

EACH SESSION is open
to any interested student
and no previous sign-up is
necessary.
Designed
to help
participants become more
aware of their identities and
goals,
two career-life
planning workshops also
will be offered this quarter
at the center.
"What these are designed
to do is to help people think
about their career and by
that I don't just mean their
job. but rather their whole
lifestyle," said Sally
Cobrain, director of
Mooney Hall and facilitator
of the program.
A mini-life
planning
workshop will be offered
from 1:3.0-3:30 p.m. Friday
and April 16. A four session
ca reer -li fe planning

FRAZEE AVE APTS.
NOW LEASING
FOR JUNE

consist of structured
exercises dealing with

for." Cobrain said.

21, 28, May 5 and 12. Both
programs will be held at the

self-awareness, looking at
the "world of work,"
finding a job and finding
what job a student is suited

To register, call 372-2081
at least five days before the
first
meeting of the
workshop.

center.
The

completely furnished
• I Vi blocks north
of Towers

•273 plus electric
352-0717

workshops

will

Women for Women, a
campus organization
p r o moling
feminist
perspectives for women, is
sponsoring "A Double
Feature on Feminism," a
weekend of speakers
discussing their work and
their ideas on feminism.
Three speakers have been
engaged for the series,
Sylvia Jackson, a black
feminist poet, Barbara Coor,
former professor at
Missouri's Washington Univ.

recent trip to China. She
will relate questions of
racism and sexism to her
experience in that country.
HER
LECTURE is
tonight at 7:30 in the
Capital Room. Union.
Coor and Cornillon will

•••••••••••••••
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speak at 2 p.m. on Saturday
in 200 Hayes Hafl.
Coor
will speak on
her decision to leave her
position as a Chinese
language and literature
professor at Washington
Univ. and turn her efforts
toward building an inner
city school for low income
women.
Cornillon. who received
her doctorate from the
University in
1975, will
discuss the role of a woman
administrator.
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Weekend promotes feminism
and
Susan
Cornillon,
director of women's
programs,
also
of
Washington Univ.
Jackson plans to present
slides and a lecture on her
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FITNESS WORLD HEALTH SPA
i

Bowling Green's only fully-equipped modern
health spa makes Its final offer for this school year

~«®*~ CLaSSIFIED m*.

$eoo
off our regular quarter rate

!

CAMPUS CALENDAR

HURRY — THIS WEEK ONLY!

I

This is your last chance to get in shape for summer!

!

address - 7th & High St.
phone 352-3778
^ntj
sun & water
«•««1„
Professional exercise programs
******

Friday. April 2, 1976
Bridge lesson rejis. now open tor spr. qtr. Students meet
Tues. 7-9. non-students Wed. 8-10 begin. Apr. 13 & 14
Wayne Rm.. Union. Beginners tree help session 7 p.m.
Tues. Apr. 6. UAO 372-2343.
Women tor Women meeting Capital Rm.. Union, 7:30
p.m. Slide/lecture on People's Republic of China by
Sylvia Jackson, black feminist poet. Free & open to
public.

__^^_

Journalism Majors: there are
openings spr. qtr. on the
WFAL News staft for
reporters & announcers.
Internship credit is avail. If
interested contact
Tim
Lecko at the station. 413
South Hal: during business
hrs.
New at Kleever's Jewelers.
Needlepoint kits for Frat &
Sorority crest & symbols.

Saturday, April 3. 1976
Women for Women speeches Rm. 200 Hayes 2:00 p.m.
"A Success story from a Univ. prof, to Welfare mother"
& "On being a woman administrator."
Sunday, April 4, 1976

In cooperation with the

ORPHYUM CIRCUIT OF BGSU
presents

LE CABARET: A REVUE
A New York Cabaret style performance of two acts
crammed with the best songs and dances of Broadway.
Staged by the Orphyum Circuit talented music & theatre majors from bgsu

TWO PERFORMANCES EACH NIGHT -8:00 & 10:00 P.M.
SATURDAY.APRIL 3

FRIDAY, APRIL 2
ADMISSION *5.00
includes 2 free drinks

K

SEATING IS LIMITED
reservations
recommended
352-5211

HEAR SELECTIONS FROM:
—MUSIC MAN
—SWEET CHARITY
—HAIR
—PORGY&BESS
—GODSPELL
—WEST SIDE STOR Y
—THE FANTASTIKS

ENJOY COCKTAILS AND
LIGHT HORSDOEUVRES
SERVED TABLESIDE
PRICE OF $5 INCLUDES
2 FREE DRINKS OF YOUR
CHOICE.

and many more.

^oMa^ S> vwv

^

Mythopoeic Society meetings, discussion of The
Screwtape Letters by C.S. Lewis Rm 44S M-Sci. Bldg. 7
p.m.
Monday, April 5. 1976
Phi Epsilon Kappa, a prof, phys- ed. trat. Rm. 300 Mens
gym 8:00 p.m. All P.E. majors inivited.
LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: Camera outside
Daytona bus. 372-4527.

F.
rmmt. for spr. qtr.
$85/mo. own rm & bath,
352-1938.

HELP WANTED
Drivers w/car.
Apply
person. Cursty's 532
Wooster.

2 f.
rmmts. for Univ.
Village. Apt., beginning fall,
352-6661.

in
E.

Jewels by Park Lane. Needs
representative in this area.
Part-time work - full time
pay. Work 15 hrs. a week &
earn $150. Write S.K. Price
R.R. 4
Defiance, Ohio
43512. Please send resume.
F. barmaid evenings, 21, no
experience necessary,
Pemberville. Call 9-12 a.m.,
287-3270.
SERVICES OFFERED
Intro, to Plant Life and
Creative side of Plant Life.
Classes starting soon. Call
the Plant Lady now to
register, 352-1809.
Register
ASIAN/
AMERICAN STUDIES
course.
A&S100/300.
Sections 0003/0011. Meets
6-8 p.m., Tues. and Thurs.
Errol
Lam.
Instructor.
ASIAN
AMERICAN
STUDIES!
American Karate Systems
classes held Mon. Thurs.
6-9:30, 201 Hayes Hall. Call
372-2416.
WANTED
1 f. to subi. close to campus
87.50/mo. 352-1439.

4th m. rmte. share 2 bdrm,
apt. util. pd. 352-3353.
$56.25/mo.
1 m. to subl. for spr. Call
352-4046.
1 m. rmmte. immed. Gypsy
Ln. Estate. 352-8134 call
anytime.
One refrigerator to rent or
buy. call 2-1745.
Leaving BG 1-2 f. rmts. sub.
house spr. 50/mo. utll pd.
Close. Jean, 352-0379.

Xi"s, Rootin" Tootin"
want to go active!

Delta Upsilon Little Sis
Rush Sunday. 7-? House
across from Library.
Coming soon - Phi Kappa
Tau all
Greek
B Bali
Marathon for Charity. April
24.25.
TORV WHO?
Finko-Congrats on your
column! New column. New
quarter, New start. New us?
Good luck this quarter.
F.T.? 3-4-2. Ding-A-Ling.
THE OUTLAWS will make
a personal appearance at
FINDERS RECORDS at
4:00 Monday afternoon.
Come meet the band.
THE OUTLAWS appearing
In
the grand Ballroom
Monday April 5.
THE OUTLAWS will make
a personal appearance at
FINDERS
RECORDS at
4:00 Monday afternoon.
Come meet the band.
Christine, congratualtions
on being tapped into Mortar
Board L&L. Lynn & Janet.
FOR SALE
Stereo, Sony compl. system.
Excel, S400 new. $125.
352-9120.

M. or f. rmmte. own bdrm.
& bath. $70/mo. 352-3249.

Upright piano, French
provincial.
Cnerry new
$1,000,
make offer.
287-4608.

PERSONALS
Any student interested In
helping the Morris Udall
campaign in Wise. Apr/ 2-4
Call 372-2921 or 372-5082.
Ear
piercing now at
Kleever's Jewelers. $7.50
complete w/errirtgs. Ph.
353-6691.

1966
$400.
p.m.

Grand Prix
pspb,
352-4198. after 5

Sylvania stereo.

Apt. sale, 703 2nd St. Apt.
IB April l-16th. from 4-9
p.m. GOODIES GALORE.
Pioneer turntable PLISDNo.
716 E. Wooster basement
3-10 p.m.
Clock radios.
352-0205.

Cheap.

Call

Yamaha guitar, case includ.
Excl. tone. Kim. 2 507".

2

2 people to subl. 2 bdrm.
apt. this summer. Call
352-1729.

Rick needs 1 m. rmmt.
a.s.a.p. 419-798-5142.

Call 352-2481 alter 4 p.m.

372-1014.

1973 Mobile home. 14x70.
3 bdrms, l1*" baths, fully
skirted, w/tipout & shed.
Good cond. 352-5066 or
352-4010.
Yahama Rec. Fisher spkrs.

FOR RENT
Rooms
avail, w/kitchen
pnveledges. avail, summer
i.'or
beginning fall thru
school yr. Call 352-7039.
3 bdrm. nouse 1 blk trom
campus avail, starting '
summer & fall thru school
y r.
Call
878-7437.
Waterville, Ohio.
5 bdrm. house 1 blk from
campus. Begninning in fall.
Call 878-7437.
Must
relocate,
immed.
occup., turn., 1 bdrm apt.,
air, util. pd., $170/mo call
352-6346 after 5:30 p.m.
2 bdrm. turn., pd util.
except elec. laundry facil.
House avail., ample parking
288-1462 or 352-1778.
Apartments & rooms fall &
summer rentals. 352-7365."
2 bdrm furn. apts. w/a/c on
2nd St. avail, fall & or
summer
352-5239 or
823-7555 after 6:30.
Room to rent - Williams St.
Male only. Call after 6:30.
352-8676.
2 BEDROOM, 4 PERSON,
FURNISHED, A-C. FREE
TV
CABLE.
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC $74/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
521
E. MERRY NEAR
CAMPUS.
EXCELLENT
CONDITION.
«2
BEDROOM. 4 PERSON,
FURNISHED A-C. FREE
TV
CABLE,
TENANT
PAYS
ONLY
FOR
ELECTRIC. $65/MO. PER
STUDENT. LOCATED AT
824 6TH ST. EXCELLENT
CONDITION. «FOR MORE
DETAILS
CALL
NEWLOVE
REALTY.
352-5163.

Sum furn. 2-man apt. 2>h
blks from campi. all util.
pd., free laundry rm. Call
352-1369.
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Ex-Cleveland GM got too involved
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following is the second of a three
part series on former Bowling Green hockey coach Jack
Vivian's controversial stay with the Cleveland Crusaders as
general manager and his recent resignation. The reporter is
a former assistant sports editor of the News and knows
Vivian personally
By Jerry Masek
"The one mistake I made was trying to do too much."
Jack Vivian said of liis stint with the Crusaders. "I had
many other non-general managerial duties, such as running
our minor league program and handling sales promotion. I
also helped run this year's WHA (World Hockey
Association) all-star game at (Richfield) the Coliseum."
"Other than that (assuming too many duties) I would do
everything else over again." he said.
Vivian, who. at age 34, was the youngest general manager
in pro hockey, also became the youngest' coach, midway
through last season.

"I didn't enjoy or want to take over as coach." he said,
"but there was no other choice at the time. Having a
'company man' as coach was not what I wanted."
Specifically, why did he resign?
"I FELT WE (the players and I) had gone as far as we
could go. The incident of the Hack armbands set it off. A
manager should never tolerate it, and I wasn't prepared to
continue as general manager under those conditions. The
owner (Jay Moore) told me he would take a strong stand
against it. but didn't."
That was the first time the two men disagreed on a major
item. Vivian noted, flayers were wearing the armbands to
protest a rumored attempt by the owners to purchase
another hockey franchise for Cleveland.
"The players are paid," Vivian said. "They shouldn't
have the right to protest anything."
Vivian, who had offered his resignation on several
previous occasions, offered it again after the incident and it
was accepted
EARLIER THIS season. Vivian came under heavy fire

from the fans and news media when he released goaltcnder
Gerry Cheevers. the biggest single name on the club.
Many newspapers quoted Cheevers as saying. "1 can't
play for a team managed by Jack Vivian "
"The Cheevers incident didn't hurt me" Vivian
claimed." and I think he later regretted that one shot he
took at me (the above quote.) Actually, we were obligated
by our financial situation to trade him. He was not playing
well, (and being paid a very high salary), so we tried to
trade him. We received no offers, and that really damaged
his ego.
"He (Cheevers) was relieved to leave." Vivian said. "He
told me he felt obligated because the franchise was
supposedly built around him. and he knew he wasn't
putting out."
"THE FACT IS that Gerry Cheevers wasn't playing
well." Vivian said. "There's no question that lie has the
talent, but perhaps he lost interest in playing fbl
Cleveland."
The Cheevers incident pointed out a money problem in

Foreign ladder) EKU hosts Falcon netters
By David Smercina
Sports Writer
Eastern Kentucky
University (EKU). who will
host the Falcon netters
tomorrow in a non-league
dual contest, has gone
international
With two of its players
experienced in foreign play.
Bowling Green coach Bob
Gill said Eastern Kentucky
is one of .the top two or
three teams that Bowling
Green will face this season.
EKU returns its top three
players from last year's
squad which defeated jhe
Falcons 7-2. One of those
performers is Kemal Aubar.
from Tankera. Turkey. A
newcomer for Eastern is

Bermuda native Steve Alger,
last year's British
Hardcourts champion.
"They've got their real
power back from last year."
Gill said. "They have to be
heavily favored, but they're
not impossible to beat."
BG WONT make any
major lineup changes for the
match, according to Gill.
Glenn Johnson will play
first singles.
This could provide for an
interesting matchup, since
EKU's top player. Joe
Shaheen. has often teamed
up with BG's Johnson in
doubles play. Both are from
the same hometown. Gill
said the two are almost
equal, but that Shaheen

HAMPTON
HOUSE

might have a slight
advantage tomorrow.
Freshman Tom Olson will
play number two singles and
Rob Dowling third. Another
freshman.Brian Huffer. will
be in the fourth position.
"If we want to win. we'll
have to beat them down the
line, Well have to beat them
with some depth," Gill said.
This could put the
pressure on Dave Trimble
and Sid Couling. playing
fifth and sixth singles. Doug
Dennis, who normally plays
fifth singles will not make
the trip because of a future
commitment.
THE KEY match that
could lead to a Falcon upset
will be the first doubles
where Johnson and Olson

_~.
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Ridge Manor
519 Ridge St.
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THETA CHI HOUSE

PHI KAPPA
ALPHA'S
ALL CAMPUS PARTY

ttrving

,

I ——- , SG line
?

P^!r

1937

SAT. NIGHT
8:30 - ?

convsms-nt Ires parking
in by 10:00 a.m.
out by 4:00 p.m.

LOTS OF DANCING
AND ENTERTAINMENT

110 E. NAPOLEON RD. -30

Special Rates
2 bdrm. furn. aptt.
* Laundry Facilities, Lounge,
* Air Cond. & Ample Parking
288-1462
352-1778 £

EVERYONE WELCOME

FIRST CONCERT OF SPRING QUARTER

#••••••••••••••*

CONGRATULATIONS —
YOUR AN ALPHA GAM

705 7th STREET

NOW LEASING I
FOR
*
{SUMMER QUARTER*

Intramural notes
Entries arc now jiailable at 201 Women's Building for
co-ed volleyball and golf and women's triple volleyball,
tennis singles and doubtol

Write a
letter
to the
editor

•••••••••••*•••*

J 710 7th St.

OPEN YOUR EYES AND
REALIZE
THAT YOU HAVE FINALLY
MADE IT

APTS. AVAILABLE
FORSUMMER

in the nation, in a 5-4
nail-biter, and the
University of Alabama.
The two teams liave met
only "twice before. BG
pulled a 5-4 upset in 1474.
while EKU beat the Falcon'.
solidly last year.

i

Dl

DELUXE
2BDRM
FURNISHED
APTS.

will put their doubles record
of 151 on the line,
according to Gill.
Both teams will bring 4-2
records into the match,
EKU's losses have come to
Ohio State University,
which is rated m the top '0

the team's front office, and Vivian confirmed that
"The ("s are not financially set." he said. "It's a
day-to-day. week-to-weck thing. Moore bought the club on
a two or three year program, but that was scrapped in
January. Since then, we've been flying on the seat of our
pants. I was forced to try to cut expenses in many areas."
Vivian then discussed his role with the other players on
the club.
"PLAYERS HAVE to go all out in every game." he said.
'Too much of the lime, the Crusaders arc only playing a
half game of hockey."
The .lub's cimcnl talent could be hurt by dissension, he
said.
"It's been my experience." he said, "that when a team
thinks it's in control, it doesn't take long for that team to
self-destruct."

NOW
LEASING
For Sept. 9 month lease
available at
$
240 per month
Located at 824 6th St.
include
• Furniihad
• 2 bedroom
if Control Air Conditioning
• Washer/Dryer in building
ic Froo Cablovliion
• Natural Gas Heat, Water,
Sewage, Trash Removal
All Paid By Landlord.
ir Tenant Pays Only Electric

fully furnished
- all utilities paid
CALL 332-0717

*•••••••••***•***•**•***•*

PHONE
352-5163
(Special Summer Rates
Available '300 for Summer)

JEWISH STUDENTS

-IN COOPERATION WITH BGSU CULTURAL BOOST

THE "OUTLAWS"
WILL BE AT
FINDER'S MON.
AT 4 P.M. GIVING
AWAY FREE
TICKETS TO
ANYONE WHO
BUYS AN
OUTLAW
ALBUM

... BANDITS FROM THE SOUTH

IVIAMffS PRIDEIN lONCIf!

EVENING OF KNOCK OUT ROCK

MONDAY, APRIL 5r-H
8=00, GRAND BALLROOM.UNION
LIMITED SEATING
• IICKIISSSOO DA. or snow js so •
l,il,H ».o,lnhl, Al
BC.S1I
UNION TICKi I OfflCt
FINDtHS BOWLING C»((N
HNDIKS
MNDIAY
IOII0O CINT8AL IRAVH i TICKII AOINCY

ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
A COMMUNITY SEDER
TO BE HELD ON APRIL 13TH

A Domtrto % ftio. *»a' >\ Ih» word t owl <hot Dom«no
no* on'y "«■ e* (he ben pmo m town, but
■hot ihey dtl<**< H 'oH. umally wi*in 30 """uW
And 'het« t no (hO'QI 'or tf»>vety

AT THE HOLIDAY INN
COST: *7 PER PERSON

Vovo

»l *> voumtr

Domino's People

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL MARTY ROBERTS, 352-3920

an the

Pizza People
of BGSU!

J
i
J

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE APTS. :
UNIVERSITY COURTS APTS. :
NOW LEASING FOR FALL RENTALS

■J CONVENIENTTOCAMPUS.ICE ARENA,FOOTBALL
Lj STADIUM, LIBRARY. SHOPPING, MOVIE THEATERS
^
AND RESTERAUNTS
f
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT
■I
OR STOP AT 235 MERCER
£
(LAST BUILDING SOUTH ON MERCER)

?

J
J
.
I
\
[

352-0164
,

XsV. .SW^ASV^AWA%%V.'.'.%V.'.'.'.%V.'

ONE OF THESE DAYS
YOU'RE GOING TO
GET YOURS

I

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Just like his namesake, BG's
Johnny Miller excells at golf
By Dick Ren
Associate Sports Editor

The professional Johnny Miller.

W!ial"s so magical about the name
Johnny Millet'"
Nothing, unless of course you arc
discussing the air-weather sport of
golf.
On the pro lour, the name is quite a
drawing catd. Johnny Miller, probably
the best-known young player in the
game today, continues to rise to
p i inn i n en ce with spectacular
performances.
And right here in Bowling Green, a
man with the same name in the same
sport is following ihe example sei by
his namesake in the professional ranks.
THAT'S CORRECT. Ihe Johnny
Miller listed on Ihe PalcOJU golf roslei
is perhaps Ihe best young stick swinger
in the Mid-American Conference
MAC). He even resembles the older
Miller somewhat with his statuesque
build, blond hair and noble
appearance.
Bui how good is he'.'
Well, he hasn't approached the level
achieved by ihe pro Miller, but in his
own right. BG's Miller is an excellent
collegiate golfer.
Bui because of his name the
comparisons are inevitable and Ihe
attention is often extra-special.
"I REMEMBER in I "7.1 I was
playing in the US Junior in
Connecticut and llial was the same
year Miller won the Open," Ihe BG
sophomore said, "and I walked up to
the register al the table and told them
my name and I cauglil some ll.ik and
some jokes.
'When they called me to the first
lee. a lol of people thai wee walking
around and doing nothing suddenly
slopped and watched me lee off," he
continued "ll happens a lot. I gel

used

to it—the

friendly jokes and

wisecracks."
It was no joke six yean, back when
Miller, a budding junior golfer, first
watched his prbfcssional counterpart
in person,
"ll was the US Open in Minneapolis
in l'»70." he explained. "But he
wasn't anything big then."
Things have changed, however, just
as they have in the younger Miller's
life.
ENTERING JUST his second,
college season. Miller has assumed the
number one spot m the Falcon lineup
for this wcekend's| opening
tournament al Marshall University.
As a result, he plays with the best.
In the Falcons' spring exhibition in the
Iron Duke Invitational, Miller was
paired with Wake Forest's Curtis
Si range, one of the besl amateur
linksiers in the nation.
"ll was an experience." Miller said.
"He (Strange) hii 17 greens."
The number one position won't
affect Miller any. though.
"I'll -.nil he playing the same," lie
said. "I played real well from lee to
.green down south, bul I had trouble
with my pulling. Bin I did siarl to
show some improvement down ihere."
MILLER IS AWARE of the
responsibilities he now has with a year
of experience behind linn and wilh a
relatively young BG squad this spring
"I've worked a lot harder Ihan I
ever have." he said "I ran a lot in the
off-season, and I've lost a lol of
weight. I weighed 205 ai Christmas
and now I'm down to 180, I think that
will be a big help "
Suffering through a sub-par suniniei
and fall has made the Dubiiquc Iowa
native work more intensely al his
game.
"After a slump, you jusl w.ini to

Tracksters face defending
loop tit lists Kent State
By Bill listen
Sports tditor
A scveie test.
That's what tomorrow's
initial M i d ■ A m e 11 c a n
Conference (MAC) dual
meet ol the season al Kenl
State University (KSU) will
be for the Falcon track
squad
Kenl is the del ending
league champions and
scored al tins year's NCAA
Indoor Championships, won
by
two-time 11111 s 1
University of Texas at I-I
Paso.
Bui then ihe Falcons are
used to facing fierce
competition.
TAKE THE recent spring
tnp tor example. I lie local
thincladl were dealt a°5-5°
defeat
by
A u b uin
University, ■ team thai
finished sixth al the indooi
nationals
In addition, lit, ran with
ihe nation's best al ihe
prestigious Florida Relays
and placed in onl) the
two-mile relay
Kent, meanwhile, who
did not nuke tin- nek south
this season, returns a wealth
of talent from lasi year's
MAC tniists who edged
Eastern Michigan by |wo
points foi the crown fen of

\2 athletes who placed at
last year's title chase return
for the flashes
And ihe challenge ol
toppling Kent comes when
the falcons ire laboring

ih rough injury and
eligibility problems
INTERMEDIATE hurdler
Randy Zimmerman i thigh I.
distance ace Boh limn
(ankle) have both been
inlcd out of action, while
sprlntei Hiian Slot ill is a
questionable starlet with a
lender leg
Storm, who took second
in last year's MAC 100-yard
ilash finals and is a vital COJ
to BG's 440-yard relay
hopes, pulled .1 muscle while
running the UK) at Auburn,
Tin uoi sute. but I think
Storm will probably run."
Brodl said. "He's been
practicing all week."
In addition to the injuries
M U I 20-yard high hurdle
placet James Shepherd hat
dropped out of Ihe school,
fellow lundlei Reg Warren
and Ihe leam's only ihol

put "specialist" I es I Inhai i
have been ineligible for ihe
spring campaign
BUT IT'S uol a
completely bleak outlook
foi BG
rhere's always
those middle and long
distances to count on for
points-maybe
With a second place sioss
count is finish and four
runners who placed in Ihe
one-mile, steeplechase, three
mile and six mile events al
MAC back. Kenl could be
BG's best match in the
conference this season
"The) will be a good
match in ihe distances.
except in the steeplechase

prove yourself again." he said.
"Slumps are bad. but really they're
good because they jusl make you work
harder."
And adding a helping hand is new
University golf course professional
John Mason.
"I WORKED..i lol wilh him last fall
and hope lo work with him this
spring." Miller related. "He's very
knowledgeable and I've taken a lot of
lessons (from others), but he's the besl
I've ever learned from.
All the practice, lessons and hard
work point to a promising upcoming
season, in which Miller can hopefully
duplicate or improve last year's
third-place finish among individuals in
ihe MAC championships.
"It's all in my mind." he said. "The
only thing that will hold me back is if
I gel impatient wilh shots oi lose my
cool. I jusl have to think positive."
Miller must have been thinking
positive in last year's Marshall tourney
.is he recorded die Falcons' low total,
a feat he copied in the following I wo
tournaments,
Tins weekend, the Falcon linksiers
will attempt to improve last year's
fifth-place lie in the Marshall
Invitational.
Four olhei MAC schools are also
entered, but BG coach John Piper
tabbed host Marshall, Kentucky and
Ohio Stale as ihe favorites in the
12-team field.
TEEING IT UP this weekend for
the Falcons (in lineup order) will be
Miller, sophomore Gary Trealcr.
freshman Pat Dugan. freshman Steve
Cruse, sophomore Lonnic Anthony
and junior Jim Decker.
Weather permitting. 36 holes aic
slated today and 18 more tomorrow.
Tee-off time both days is 8 a.m.

..and the Falcons' Jotinns Miller

The BG Newg*

O PORTS

They could sweep all three
places ihere." Brodl said.
"Bui Ihe mile and three
mile should be competitive.
Mark Irnien (steeple), Joe
Dubina (mile) were both
MAC champions lasl year
and return. In addition.
Dubina placed fourth in the
mile al the indoor NCAAs
in 4:06.8.
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But in Cincy, not sunny Florida

Diamondmen play five
By Terry Goodman
Assistant Sports Editor

THE FALCONS will
COUntet with defending
MAC champion Dan
Diinion and freshman Kevin
Ryan (who was ineligible
indoors) in Ihe 8N0. Gary
Desjardins (mile). Tom
McShefleiy (steeple). Rich
Hulchinson (UNO and mile),
and Dan Carlledge and Tim
Zunihaugh in the three mile.
With two-time MAC
220-yard dash lilhsl Bruno
Chernei giving up his final
year of eligibility to train
foi the Summer Olympics in
his homeland France, the
Kent sprint hopes rest with
freshman Norman Warren.
The Cleveland John Adams
High School product
clocked a 6.2 60-yard dash
effort indoors.

After splitting 10 games
on the Florida spring jaunt.
the Falcons will he brought
back to reality this
afternoon wilh a single
game at the University of
Cincinnati.

diamondmen open up with
15 road games this season,
they can bung home .i
winning record with three
wins in Cincinnati.
Bowline, Green's piunc
all - A in e i icin candidate,
righlhanded lunlei Kip
Young, is seeking Ins 10th
careei triumph today Die
semoi is already 3-0 this
season and owns a .'4 ' slate
since his freshman yeai
Ronue Schwieterman and
lore-armed Mike Hale will
share tomorrow's mound
dunes, while Inn Joyce and
Gary Kite will team up
Sunday.

A TWIN BILL with the
Bearcats tomorrow and a
d o u b 1 e h e a d e r with
CTOSStOwn Xaviet University
Sunday follow before BG's
home opening doubledecker
against Heidelberg at 2 p.m.
Tuesday.
"We schedule our first
few games a little farther
south (rn Ohio) in hopes of
getting a little better
weather." coach Don Purvis
said of the five weekend
encounters in the Queen
City.
Even
though the

PURVIS WILL attempt
lo lighten up IIIN defense
this weekend, a big problem
that 'the Falcons couldn't
solve down soulh.
"We losi a couple of
games that we should base
won because of oui
defense." ihe BG boss SJIJ
"We have a chance to be a
very good team if we work
on a few thlngs-especlally
defense."
Bui there were many
things thai Purvis was
impressed with.
"Our offense was good.

Out of the frying pan and
Into the cooler.
It's one transition that
Bowling Green's baseball
team doesn't really like to
succumb lo. but then again,
life isn'l all palm trees,
bikinis, suntan lotion and

90-degree temperatures.

Steve Harden, who
qualified for the indoors
nationals in the long jump,
and defending MAC
champion Bob Francis (high
pimp) and MAC placers
Mark Sicgcl (shot and
discus) and Chip Bridenb.uk
(luinmet throw) head up
Kenl in ihe field.
Coach Purvis views action

01 a little hotter than I had
hoped for," lie said*.
"Anytime we cm have a
500 oi better record on lite
road I'll be happy li was
good to go outside and pla)
a In lie bit.
"IT'S KIND oi hard to
pla\ an otndooi game in a
gym."
Catchei I at is Owen
currently leads ihe team in
hitting, while Garry Kohorst
is supplying the powei with
three round trippers Owen
has Iwo
I- i e s li man shortstop
Chuck Black is liming well
and young thud sacker Jim
Selgo is doing a good job
defensively, according to
Purvis.
• • *
The piobable pitcher for
Bowling Green's home
openei on Tuesday is Young
in the first game. In Ihe
nightcap, however, the
assignment is still up for
giahs.
There will also be a new
look (oi soundl at this
sen's games wilh music
being played between
innings and al certain other
limes ovei ihe public
address system.

Plaunt, BG lacrosse team ready for Notre Dame home opener
By Greg Smith
tsttstanl Sports Editor
ll will he a siione None Dame offense againsi a strong
Bowling Green defense tomorrow as the Falcon lacrosse
squad opens Ihe University 's spring home athletic season at
Doyt I. Pens, Field al " p in
The Fighting lush, under sixth-year coach Rich O'Leary,
featuie a high-Scoring offense ihat has scored .V goals in
three games this season
The undefeated Irish, who traveled lo Florida, opened
the season with a 5 2 victory ovei Si Michaels of Vermont
in an exhibition game
ELEVEN HAS been the lush's luck) number as they
defeated Florida International University (FIU) 11-6 and

7 37 S. Main

8 PACK 16 OZ.
7 UP or DR. PEPPER

•1.09

352-8639

plus daposlr

Miami University 11-7. Attackman Bob Thibodeau leads the
Notre Dame scoring machine wilh I3 goals and five assisis.
Thibodeau tallied five goals and two assisis against FIU.
Midfielders Mike Kinsella and co-captain Don Trabert aid
the balanced scoring attack for the Irish
"It's quite a challenge and a good opportunity to play a
learn like Howling Green." O'Leary said "They're probably
the best team well face this season."
Co-captain John Fatti leads the Irish defense along with
freshman John Mandico. Mandico. who has been sidelined
with ihe flu. is the only questionable starter.
O'LEARY WAS undecided aboul who would be his
starting goalie for the Falcons' home opener Sophomore*

Steve Martinez and Jim Scarola have shared the goaltending
dunes Martinez was in goal for both Florida games and the
first half of Ihe Puidue game, when he shutout the
Boilermakers Scarola look over in the second half and
limned Purdue lojust one goal in Ihe Irish's 11-1 victory.
"They'll be scapp? and isolate a lot on us. playing
one-on-one and using their physical game against us." said
Falcon mentor Jim Plaunt. "They're a well-coached team,
who beat us 5-4 in overtime in 1973."
The Falcons were tied at halftime 3-3 last year but
rebounded in the second half and outscored the Irish 7-2 to
win 10-5.
"You never want to play an Irishman with a stick in their
hand." Plaunt said. "They're a well-established club team

and plav very physical. The secret lo success in the game
will be our ability to control the hall and take advantage
ol the opportunities they give us. This is where we start to
hnld upon."
THE FALCONS haven't losi at Perry Field since the
1973 season when Keynon dealt them a 6-5 loss.
The Falcons will noi beat full strength as Pat Collura is
out with an injury and attacktnen Joe Golino (flu) and Jim
Macko (ankle) are questionable starters. Midfielder and
co-captain Paul Collins (back) and defenseman Mark Cody
(flu) are also listed as questionable.
Junior goalie Brand Closen, who
performed well for
the Falcons, on their spring trip, will be in the nets for the
Falcons.

Cold Beer ■ Wine ■ Champagne

South Side Six
Carry Out

OPEN
9 am - 11 p.m. Weekdays S Sunday
9 am - 12 pm Friday & Saturday

